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Cavill shouted out in exasperation, "This beast's natural-born technique is already at the intermediate ultimate god rank! You

should just give up and run with us! Don't be stubborn!"

That was it?

That beast's skills were already enough to compete with high ranking above average warriors. It was no wonder those two

people were running so frantically.

There were less than a hundred people who would be able to defeat that beast in the Whirling World!

The fact that the two of them were able to escape already meant that they were quite skilled!

Jack merely looked at the two of them calmly and did not say anything. He pushed forward, and the Soul Burst Ring shot right at

the Blizzard Wolf!

The faint red runes on the ring started to burn brightly. In a flash, the ring was right in front of the wolf. The Blizzard Wolf's cries

resonated everywhere. It opened its mouth, and its teeth were plain for all to see.

The wolf let out a ray of icy blue energy. The energy started to condense more and more, and turned into a ball of energy as it

shot out from its mouth! In a flash, it was inside the Soul Burst Ring. The blue ball of energy was suddenly swallowed by the Soul

Burst Ring, and it suddenly shattered into pure energy to be absorbed by the ring.

Cavill and Soare were stunned, and even the wolf was as well. It never expected its attack to be dealt with so easily.

The wolf finally realized it was in danger, and it looked at Jack with alarm.

Jack smiled before he pushed forward.

The Soul Burst Ring shot right at the wolf. The wolf let out a roar and only hesitated for a moment before it started to move away.

As the Soul Burst Ring got closer, the beast started to sense the violent energy within!

The wolf finally realized it was in danger. It turned around to retreat, but it was too late!

The Soul Burst Ring was already right in front of it. No matter what it did, it could not run away!

Suddenly, the ring rapidly expanded and completely surrounded the wolf!

The wolf let out a roar before it started to struggle frantically. However, no matter how hard it tried, it could not escape!

With a loud boom, the Soul Burst Ring exploded with the wolf inside.

It could not escape at all. The intense explosion stunned Cavill and Soare. They did not know what to say at that moment.

The corpse of the wolf fell to the ground, and it stopped breathing.

Jack slowly walked over, and the wolf started to glow in a blue light. Jack raised an eyebrow as he reached out. The blue light

started to move toward Jack's palm. After the light dissipated, a blue orb appeared in Jack's hands.

Jack looked at it, and could not determine what it was. However, it should be quite valuable since it was a reward.

After all, the wolf was no ordinary being. Killing it would naturally give better rewards than normal. As for the use of the orb, he

would have to figure it out later.

Jack kept the orb in Mustard Seed before looking at the other two.

At that moment, Cavill and Soare were looking at Jack with stunned expressions.

"A-Are you a warrior at the peak?" Cavill said with a trembling voice.

Jack nodded and did not deny it. After all, anyone with half a brain would know what Jack's skills were at that earlier battle.
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